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0. Introduction 
Let A be the Steenrod algebra over the prime field 22 and 4, the category of 
unstable A-modules. Let R be the “loop” functor [l, 31 from the category & to 
itself, and 0” its k-fold iterate. We continue in this paper the study begun in [3] of the 
derived functors 0,” of 0”. 
The main result of [3] was a determination of the unstable A-modules 0,“s” for all 
k s n +s - 1. We also found some general properties of the functors f2,“. Among 
these was the existence of a long exact sequence of Zz-vector spaces: 
for any unstable A-module M [3, eq. (2.311. 
In the present paper we construct for each integer k 2 0 and unstable A-module 
M, a small chain complex CkM of A-modules, in general )zof unstable, whose 
homology groups are the derived functors 0:: 
f2,“M = HKkM). (0.2) 
The construction is functorial. The chain complexes fit into a short exact sequence: 
0 -_, C’-‘M 2 CkM -f: C”-‘M -_j 0 (0.3) 
to which the associated long exact sequence in homology is (0.1). The differential 
d: C,“S” + CfmlS” vanishes if s 2 k -n + 1, so we recover the results of [3] as a 
special case. 
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Our earlier results, in [3], were expressed in terms of certain polynomial A- 
algebras V, = ZZ[U,,, UI, . . . , u,_~]. Similarly, the chain complexes in this paper are 
built from the A-algebras of finite Laurent series A, = ZJuof', . . . , u:!l] that one 
obtains from V, by a localization procedure due to Wilkerson [Sl. The properties of 
this localization established in [4] are also crucial to our work. 
Although the results of [2], [3] and [4] are needed for what follows, we have tried 
to make the present paper reasonably self-contained, by reviewing concepts before 
using them, and indicating clearly where previous results are being used. 
1. The A-algebras V, and L, 
We use the terms “A-algebra” and “unstable A-algebra” in the sense of [4, 
Section 11. 
The functor R:Jt* +J& has been defined and studied in [2], and its properties 
summarized in Section 2 of [4]. R carries unstable A-algebras to unstable A- 
algebras [2, Proposition 2.11. Write R’ for the s-fold iterate of R. Then V, = R’(Z2) 
is an unstable A-algebra. In fact V,-, = Z2; and for s 2 1, V, = Z2[uo, ul, . . . , us-J is a 
polynomial algebra on generators Ui of dimension 2’ [2, Section 31. The Ui in V, are 
defined inductively in termsof the ui in V’_l: if we write V, = RV,_*, then (3.1) of [2] 
is: 
ui = &y-l+1 OUi-1 (idl), 
uo=Sq2@l. 
(1.1) 
The action of A upon V, is determined by (3.3) of [2]. This formula implies that the 
principal ideal (ui) E V, is closed under A-action, for each i < s - 1. 
The algebra isomorphisms 
K= v,ov,-, (Sal), (1.2) 
v,= v_+,ov, (Sal), (1.3) 
v, = I!,._,@ v, (s 22) (1.4) 
given by 
i, i, 
UOUl,..., 
u$~i+uf@u$ . . . ld;:;, 
cl . . uo . +i + u$ . . . u2z; @ u;-’ 
and 
uk . . .u;=+&L. . & @upu)-l 
will be useful to us, although they are neither degree preserving nor A-linear. 
The elements ol, u2,. . . , rs in V, are defined by (6.1) of [3]. vi in V, has 
dimension 2’ - 2’-‘. The set of monomials {(T> - * - ~$1 il 2 0, . . . , i, 2 0) is linearly 
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independent in V, (use Proposition 6.3 of [3] with k = n + s - 1, then let it approach 
co.) Hence we can regard the polynomial algebra L, = ZZ[C~, . . . , us] as a sub- 
algebra of V, for each s 3 1, and for s = 0 as well if we set LO = V. = Zz. L, is in fact 
closed under A-action (Proposition 8.4 of [3]), and so is an unstable A-algebra in its 
own right. The elements a; = uoul * * * u,-~ in L, will be of special importance to us. 
We note here that the principal ideal (~~)c L, is closed under A-action. 
In terms of the decompositions (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) we have 
L,c V1OL,_1 (s 3 l), 
L,cL,_*@ VI (s 3 l), 
L,cL,_,OL2 (s32) 
respectively. These statements follow from (3.7) of [3]. 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
2. Localizations of V, and L, 
Suppose V is an A-algebra and Tc V a multiplicative subset. Here we assume, as 
in [4, Section 31, that T consists of homogeneous elements. Wilkerson shows in [5] 
how to give the localization VT the structure of an A-algebra, in such a way that the 
natural map V+ F’, ;s A-linear. We have reviewed these ideas in Section 3 of [4]. 
In particular let T(s) c V, be the multiplicative subset consisting of the monomials 
1 u$u’1: * . u$q jio, . . . , isel L 0). Write A, = ( Vs)T(rj. Then for each s 2 1, 
A, = Zz{& . . . , u::l} 
is the A-algebra of finite Laurent series in the variables Ui. We put A0 = Zp 
Similarly let S(s)c L, be the multiplicative subset S(s) = {(T: 1 i = 0, 1,2, . . .}. 
Write r, = (LJsc,,. Then for each s 3 1, 
r, = Z*[U1, CQ, . . . , CT:‘] 
is an A-sub-algebra of A,. We put To = Z2. 
Corresponding to the decompositions (1.2)-(1.4) we have A, = A 1 OA,-1, A, = 
A,_lOA1, and A, = A,-20A2. Then 
I-,EA~O~,-~ (s a l), 
I’,c~,_~OAl (s 3 l), 
r, Tf&or* (s 3 2). 
as one sees easily from (1.5)-(1.7). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Now we define subquotients of A, and r, that will be useful in the sequel. 
For integers n 2 0, s 2 1, let 1: c A, be the V,-sub-module that is spanned over Z2 
by those monomials uku> * * . u>z] for which either i. 2 n + s - 1 or il z= n + s - 2 or 
. . . . or I,-1 Z= n. Let 10” cZ~ be the zero module. We write A: for the quotient 
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V,-module A: = As/I:. Now we filter A: by letting F*A : I= A: be the V, submodule 
generated over V, by the element (u,,ul . . . u~-~)“~~-~-~, for all k 2 0, s 3 1, n a 0; 
and extend the definition to Ai by setting FkAE = AZ = Zz if k 2 0. Then 
O=F”-‘A:cF’A;. . .cFk-‘A:cFk&‘. . . . 
Similarly we define subquotients of I’,. We let r: be the image if f, under the 
projection A, + A: for all n, s P 0. Write FkT,” = r,” n F’A:. Then Fkr,” is an 
L,-submodule of f,“. 
In FkT: consider the set of monomials 
it4;“={ap . ..cr~Iil+...+i.~n-l;i,~n+s-k+l} 
where the exponents it,. ’ * * 9 L-1 must all be non-negative, but i, 
negative if k >n +s - 1. 
(2.4 
is allowed to be 
Proposition 2.1. M:” is a Zz-basis for F’T,“, for all n 2 0, k 2 0, s B 1. 
Proof. For any integer a 2 0 let g”: A: + A:+, be the ZJinear map defined by 
g” is a ZJinear isomorphism. Restriction of g” to the filtrations yields isomorphisms 
g”:FkA:+FkA:‘” , for all k 30. Clearly g”(c)Ef:+” (g” is just multiplication by 
(a,)“) and (g”)-‘(r,“‘“)Er,“. Hence g” yields an isomorphism g”: Fkr: -* FkfF+“. 
But choose “a” so large that k 4 n + a + s - 1. Then Proposition 6.6 of [3] says that 
the set M:n+a is a Zz basis for Fkr:+O. Hence (g”)-‘(Mf”‘+“) = Mf’” is a basis for 
FkC. 
Proposition 2.1 can be reformulated in a useful way. Fix n 2 0 and write 
77,k-l :Fk-‘A: + FkA: for the inclusion. Write r,k : FkA’d: + Fk-‘A:_l for the Zz- 
linear map defined by 
ifi,,=n+s-k-1, 
ifio>n+s-k-1 (2.5) 
for all k 5 1, sa 1, n 80. (If s = 1, read r:(ui-l’)= 1). (2.1) implies that 
T~(F~T~)GF~-‘~~_,, so we obtain by restriction Zz-linear maps n:-i : Fk-‘T,” + 
FkT: and 72 : F’C’ + FL-’ n fsml. Using (6.1) of [3] it is easy to compute 
ifi,=n+s-k-1, 
if&>n+s-k-l (2.6) 
valid for k 5 1, s L 1, n 30. Combining (2.6) with Proposition 2.1 we obtain: 
Proposition 2.2. The sequence of Zz-vector spaces 
o --, Fk-lr; “?_ Fkr; 
2 Fk-‘r;_l --_, 0 
isshortexact,forallk~l,n~O,s~l. 
(2.7) 
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3. Iterates of the functor R 
Write Rs:JtA -+JuA for the s-fold iterate of the functor R. We will give a 
description of R’ in terms of the A-algebra Vs. 
Suppose first that V is any unstable A-algebra, and M an unstable A-V module in 
the sense of [4, Section 11. Then RM is an unstable A-R V module [4, (2.91 with RV 
action given by 
(sqO+‘Ov)(Sqb+‘Ox)=Sq a+b+’ @ t‘% (3.1) 
for o E V, x 6 M, a 2 dim u, b 2 dim x. Since V, = R”(ZJ, it follows that if M is an 
unstable A-module then R”M is an unstable A-V, module. 
If M is an unstable A-module, write (V, OM)’ for the Zz submodule of V, @M 
given by 
(V, OM)’ = Zz-Span{u$’ ** * u;:{ @x / io, . . . , is-1 > dim x} (3.2) 
if s 2 1, and ( VOOM)’ = VoOM = M. We define a sequence of Zz-linear maps 
9, : (V,OM)’ + R”M by letting do : M +M be the identity, and defining & 
inductively on s by 
&(u$ * * * u;z:-_t @ X) = sqv(io.....i.-l)+l~I_~(~~ . . . & Ox) (3.3) 
where 
740, il.. . . , is_,)=io+il+2iz+~~ .+2’-2i,_1. 
The restrictions io, ii, . . . , is-l L dim x in (3.2) are necessary to assure that the right 
hand side of (3.3) indeed lies in R’M. An easy induction on s proves that d5 is a 
degree-preserving Zz-linear isomorphism. One also proves by induction, using (l.l), 
(3.1), and (3.3), that c& preserves the action of Vs. 
From now on we will use the maps & to identify (V, @M)’ with R’M, Then 
(V, OM)’ acquires the structure of an unstable A-V, module. 
Let us write (L, BM)’ for the Zz-submodule of ( V, OM) given by 
(L, OM)’ = Z2 - Span{cTp - . - c&s @x 1 is 2 dim x} 
if s 2 1, and (LOOM)’ = M. We claim 
(3.4) 
ProPoSitiOn 3.1. (L, OM)’ is an A-submo&& of (V, @M)’ = R”M. 
Proof. If s = 1, then (L,OM)‘= (V,OM)‘. Suppose s = 2. Then an easy compu- 
tation shows that the A-action on (V,@M)’ induced by I& is given by 
sqk (v 0 x) = x (a*)*‘(Sq k-4’(u/cT’z))osqk 
i 
(3.5) 
for u E V2, x E M. Our proposition for the case s = 2 follows immediately from this 
formula. Suppose now the result proved for (LIOM)‘, . . . (L,_l OM)’ where s 3 3. 
From the definition of L, given in (3.7) of [3] it is clear that L, = 
(L-i@ VI) n (V,-,OLJ (where we are using the decompositions of V, given in (1.3) 
and (1.4) above). So to prove our proposition for (L, OM)’ it will suffice to show that 
if vcL,,x~M, then 
(3.6) 
In fact it is easy to check commutativity of the diagram of. isomorphisms: 
(V,OM)’ h ( v,-,a V’OM)‘)’ 
I V._,Ob, 
4, (K-,ORM)’ 
c , I 4,., 
R’M 5 RS--I( RM) 
(3.7) 
where h is defined by 
But for u EL, and x EM, the element ( Vs_1041)h(u Ox) lies in (L,_l@RM)’ (use 
(1.6)) and by inductive hypothesis, (L-i 0 RM)’ is ah A-submodule of ( Vs_l@ RM)’ 
when the latter is identified with R’-’ RM under &_i. Hence Sqk(o Ox) indeed lies 
in L,_I@ VlOM when u EL,. A similar argument using commutative diagram of 
isomorphisms: 
(V,OM)’ t (K-,0( V&M)‘) 
I 6,-z 
R’-* (( V,OM)‘) (3.8) 
R’M ’ R’-‘(R’M) 
and the fact that (L20M)’ is an A-submodule of ( VzOM)‘, shows that Sq’(v@x) 
indeed lies in Vr_20L20M when u EL,. So (3.6) is established. 
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4. Localizations of R’ 
Let T(s)c V, be the multiplicative subset of monomials in the Ui’S, as defined in 
Section 2. Let M be an unstable A-module. Since R’M is an A-V, module, then in 
the manner of Section 3 of [4] we can regard the localization (RSM)r(,, as an A-A, 
module. We write 
&M = (R”M)=(,, (4.1) 
for s b 1, and A&f = M; and regard A, as a functor from the category of unstable 
A-modules to the category of A-A, modules (not unstable!). We are going to give 
two descriptions of the functor A,, and then compare the two. 
To get the first, we need only note that since & : ( V, OM)‘-, R’M of Section 3 is a 
V,-linear degree preserving isomorphism, it extends to a As-linear degree preserving 
isomorphism: 
q& :A,OM+A,M (4.2) 
To get the second description of A&f, we use the language of Section 6 of [4]. Since 
the multiplicative subsets T(s)1 V, and T(s - 1)~ V,_, are related by T(s) = 
RT(s - l), we can write A&f = RT~~_~~(R~-*M), and using “standard form” for 
elements of ,RT+~) (R’-‘M) ((6.2) of [4]) we have a degree preserving Zz-linear 
isomorphism 
&:AJ~+AI@A,-&~ (4.3) 
for all s 2 1. (4.3) is an isomorphism of A-modules if A-action on Al@A,_lM is 
taken as in (6.8) of [4]: 
: 
lI(ki~~p)U:+l-p@Sqpy if k<21+2, 
SqLhoOy) = (4.4) 
if k 221+2 
for 1 E 2, y E A,-lM. 
We compare the descriptions of A&f given by (4.2) and (4.3) by computing the 
isomorphism 
In fact, using (1.1) and (3.3) above, and (6.2) of [4], we find 
+,bI(U$U> . . . u;I; 0 x) = ugyWts~-J-l) 0 bs_l(uk . . . u:I--i 0 x) (4.5) 
where y is as in (3.3). In what follows, we will often use A, @M to label elements of 
A&f, and use (4.5) in conjunction with (4.4) to describe the A-action. 
Now we will define subquotients of A&f that correspond to the subquotients of A, 
defined in Section 2. Begin by writing I&~LA,M for the image of 4, restricted to 
ena0 (1: Ok&), where 1: ‘A, is as in Section 2. IJ4 is closed under V, action. 
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Further, an easy induction on s that uses (4.5) and (4.4) shows that Z&I is closed 
under A-action. We write A&Z for the quotient A-V, module A,M = A,M/Z&f 
Then c$, of (4.2) passes to a V,-linear isomorphism 
c$,:$?~(A:OM”)+AX (4.6) 
Now we filter A&f by defining FkA,M to be the image of ana (FkA: OM,,) 
under the map 4d of (4.6), for all k, n, s b 0. An easy inductive argument using (4.5) 
and (4.4) shows F’AJd and A-V,-submodule of A&f. For k 2 1 and s 2 1, write 
7: : FkAJU + Fk-lA,_IM for the Zz-linear map whose restriction to the summand 
FkA~OM,is~fOM,:FkA~~M,~Fk-‘A~_1OM,,withr~:FkA~~Fk-‘A~_l as 
in (2.5). 
Just as we have localized the A-V, module R’M = ( V, @M)‘, we can also localize 
the A-L, module (L,OM)‘. Letting S(s)cL, be the multiplicative subset described 
in Section 2, we put 
r,M = (L, @M&C,, (4.7) 
for all s 2 1, and f&I = M. Then I’,M is an A-I’, module, and an A-submodule of 
A,M. The map 4, of (4.2) restricts to a I’,-linear isomorphism 
& :T,OM+T&f. (4.8) 
We write r,M for the image of rti under the projection A&I + A,M. We filter r&I 
by writing FkrSM = r,M n FkASM for all k * 0, s 2 0. Then FkrJ4 is an A-L, 
module, and c& of (4.6) restricts to an L,-linear isomorphism 
d, : $tJo (Fkl-: 0 Mn) + FkI’..M (4.9) 
clearly 
O=F’-‘rNcF’r&fc.. .,Fk-‘rsMcFkr~. . . 
Write nf-’ : Fk-‘r,M + F’T,M for the inclusion. Write T: : F’T,M + Fk-‘rS_,M 
for the Zz-linear map whose restriction to the summand FkT: OM,, is r,” OM,. Then 
the isomorphism (4.9) and Proposition 2.2 imply that the sequence of Zt-vector 
spaces: 
o --, Fk-‘rti ‘?’ , FL&v T: - Fk-‘r,_lM + 0 (4.10) 
is short exact for all s 2 1 and k 2 1. Note finally that r,k : FkrJ4 + Fk-‘rS_,M is the 
restriction of 7: : FkA&f + Fk-‘A,-lM. 
5. The chain complexes CkM 
The main result of [4] (Theorem 5.1) states that the map d:AIM + M given by 
if I3 -1, 
if /C-l 
(5.1) 
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for integers 1 and all x in M is A-linear. We define inductively a sequence of A-linear 
maps d, : AJ4 + A,_1M by setting dl = d; then using standard form for A&I we put 
d,(u:,Oy) = u:,Od,_ly (s “2) (5.2) 
for all integers I, and all y in A,_lM. That d, is A-linear follows from Theorem 6.5 of 
[4]. d, raises internal degree by +l. 
If instead of using standard form for AJ4 we use the description (4.2), then 
ds(&ou) . . . u:z; 0 x) = u~+Llu~+4-, . . . ll;::-_I +L, 0 sqLl+lx (5.3) 
for x in M. Indeed, the equivalence of (5.1) and (5.2) with (5.3) is easily established 
by induction on s, with the aid of (4.5). 
Proposition 5.1. d,(I,M)c I,_J4for all s 2 1. 
Proof. Immediate from (5.3) and the fact that M is unstable. 
It follows that d, passes to a map of quotients 
d, :A,M+A,_JW (s 2 1) 
Proposition 5.2. dS(FkAJ4) c FkA,_IM for all k 2 0, s 3 1. 
Proof. Immediate from (5.3) and the definition of F&A: in Section 2. 
Proposition 5.3. The diagram commutes for all k B 1, s 2 2: 
7: 
F’A,M - Fk-‘A,-,_44 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Proof. Immediate from (2.5) and (5.3). 
Proposition 5.4. dS(I’SM)I=I’S_IM, all s 3 1. 
Proof. Immediate from (5.3) and (2.2). 
d 
Proposition 5.5. The composition r,M -%B rS_lM s r,-zM is zero for all s b 2. 
Proof. We use the representation (4.8): I+,M = r, OM. Then d, is given by (5.3). 
According to (2.3) it would suffice to show that dS_IdS vanishes on any element in 
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A&I of the form u Ow Ox, with u E A,-2, w E I’z, and x EM. But it follows from 
Section 3 of [3] that T2 is spanned over 22 by the elements 
W(P, 4) = uw +c ( U-PM- 1 1 q+(p-I)/2 l-q-l > UOUl I 
where (p, q) runs over all integer pairs (p, q) for which p ~q (p and/or q can be 
negative). Hence it will suffice to show that 
sqP+4+‘sqq+’ +x ( (1 -pm - 1 sqs+~P+l~/2+1sqs+~P-1~/2+~ = 0 1 l-q-l > 
when p < q. But if p + q + 12 0 this is an Adem relation, and if p + q + 1 < 0 it reads 
0 = 0 (remember to read Sq’ = 0 if k < 0). 
We can summarize Propositions 5.1, 5.2, 5.4, 5.5, by stating that the original d, 
passes to an A-linear map of degree +l: 
d, : FkI-34+ F’ILM (5.6) 
for all k a 0, s a 1, and that the maps d, of (5.6) satisfy dsmlds = 0. Now define for 
each k L 0, s 3 0, a graded A-module CtM by shifting internal degree in FkI’fl: 
(C:M), = (Fkrti),+k-s. (5.7) 
For any fixed k 30 we write CkM for the chain complex of A-modules (not 
unstable): 
. . .-+&f- ds &Md.-L_...- d1 C:M (5.8) 
where d, is induced by the map (5.6) and is in this context degree preserving. The 
inclusion 1)z-l :Fk-11’sM+FkI’J4 induces a chain map (Y: Ck-‘M-, C’M of 
homological degree zero and the map 7: : F’r&f+ Fk-‘rs_lM of Section 4 induces 
by virtue of Proposition 5.3 a chain map fi: CkM+ Ck-‘M of homological degree 
-1. By (4.10), the sequence of chain complexes: 
0 + CL-‘M 2 CkM 5 Ck-‘M -_* 0 (5.9) 
is short exact over ZZ. 
6. The main isomorphism 
Our object is to interpret the homology groups of CkM, by proving (0.2). 
We continue to write &A for the category whose objects are unstable A-modules, 
and whose morphisms are degree-preserving A-maps. Write A: for the category 
whose objects are graded A-modules not necessarily unstable, and whose 
morphisms are degree preserving A-maps. We can regard our construction CL of the 
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previous section as a functor from J& to the category of chain complexes over Juz. 
One sees immediately from the isomorphism (4.9) that Ck is an exact functor. From 
this observation then follows: 
Proposition 6.1. To any short exact sequence in AA: 
and any integer k B 0, there is naturally associated a long exact sequence in A:. 
We next state: 
Proposition 6.2. Ho(CkM) and okMare naturally isomorphic in AZ for all k 3 0. In 
particular, HO(CkM) is unstable. 
Proof. CtM is just the original module M, with dimensions hifted downward by k. 
The image of the map dI : C:M + C& consists precisely of those elements in M of 
the form Sq’x, with 12 dim x - k + 1. So our result follows. 
Recall next that if M is any unstable A-module, the &-linear map Sq,: M + M is 
defined by Sq,x = Sqdim’ (x). Fix k b 1 and let /3: CkM + CL-‘M be the chain map of 
(5.9). 
Proposition 6.3. The image of p* : H1(CkM) + HO(Ck-‘M) is contained in the kernel 
of Sq,: H,,(Ck-‘M)+ Ho(Ck-‘M). 
Proof. Let z be a cycle in (CtM),, representing homology class [z] in Hr(CkM). 
z is in turn represented by an element y in (FkflM),+k_l = (FkdlM),+k_i. Write 
Y =cu:,oxl 
1 
(6.1) 
with each xI EM, and let p be the smallest value of 1 that contributes to the sum. The 
chain map /3, in this case r:, will annihilate all terms in (6.1) with the possible 
exception of the one labelled p. It will annihilate this one too unless p satisfies both 
p-dimx,=-k and ptdimx, = n + k - 1. Assume this. Then p,[z] = Rk-‘x,, 
where we have written ok-i : M -* Rk-‘M for th e natural Z2-linear projection; and 
Sq&*[z] = nk-lsqP+‘x, (6.2) 
On the other hand, z is a cycle, so 
0 = dly = 2 Sq’+ixl, 
l*P 
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and applying f2’ -’ to both sides of this equation we obtain: 
0 = &-‘sq”+‘xp (6.3) 
since if I> p, then I > dim xl -k. Comparison of (6.2) with (6.3) yields our result. 
The free unstable A-modules are discussed in [l]. 
Proposition 6.4. If M is a free unstable A-module, then H1(CkM) = 0 for all k 2 0. 
Proof. Induct on k. The statement is true if k = 0, because F”rlM = 0. Suppose it 
known that H1(Ck-‘M) = 0 for M free for some k 2 1. Then from (5.9) we have an 
exact sequence in homology: 
* * * -+ H1(Ck-‘M) -% H1(CkM) B,_ Ho(Ck-‘M) + . . . (6.4) 
But from Proposition 6.2, Ho(Ck-‘M) = a’-‘M, which is free in Ju,., if M is free. 
Since Sqo is manic on a free unstable A-module, Proposition 6.3 implies that & = 0 
in (6.4). Our result H1(CkM) = 0 now follows from the inductive assumption 
HJC’-‘M) = 0. 
Proposition 6.5. If M is a free unstable A-module, then HS(CkM) = 0 for all s 2 1, 
ka0. 
Proof. A double induction on s and k. Ifs = 1 it is known for all k. Suppose it known 
that HSml(CkM) = 0 for some s 2 2 and all k ,O. We will show HS(CkM) = 0 for all 
k, by induction on k. Start the induction by observing that Fkr&Y = 0 if k es. 
Suppose it known that H:-‘(M) = 0 for some k 2s. Then from (5.9) we get an exact 
sequence over &: 
. . .~H~-‘(M)P’-H~(M)8”-H~-;‘(M)~. . . 
to which we apply our inductive hypotheses to obtain H,k(M) = 0. 
Theorem 6.6. H:(M) and n:M are naturally isomorphic in Juz. 
Proof. Propositions 6.1, 6.2 and 6.5 enable us to apply a classical result of homo- 
logical algebra. 
A corollary of Theorem 6.6 is that the homology groups of CkM are unstable over 
A... a fact that is by no means obvious from our construction of CkM. 
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